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PROLOGUE

LOOKS LIKE NOBODY'S HERE ANYMORE.

I SEE...

GET THE TRUCK READY!

WE'RE LEAVING!
GERMANY: PRIOR TO WORLD WAR II

LOOKS LIKE THIS STORE IS FINISHED...

WE'RE SAFE...

HAS... HAS SHE CONTACTED YOU YET?

WHAT!?

A FEW DAYS AGO, THOSE BASTARDS TOOK MY SISTER TO A CONCENTRATION CAMP...
OH GOD...

I DON'T EVEN KNOW IF SHE'S ALIVE...

I DON'T UNDERSTAND WHY WE HAVE TO GO THROUGH SO MUCH SUFFERING...

IT'S ONLY A MATTER OF TIME UNTIL WE'RE CAPTURED OURSELVES...

WHAT HAVE WE JEWS DONE TO DESERVE THIS?

WHAT...
ONE PEOPLE, ONE NATION,
ONE PEOPLE, ONE NATION,

ONE FUHRER

HEIL HITLER!!
ONE FUHRER

HEIL HITLER!!
WE HAVE FINALLY ACHIEVED OUR GOAL!

AFTER STRUGGLING FOR MANY YEARS...

AN AGE OF PEACE AND PROSPERITY...

THAT IS...

THE BEGINNING OF THE THOUSAND YEAR REICH!
AND UNITED BY THE VOLITION OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE.

THIS NATION WAS BUILT BY THE COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE.

AND WILL.

IS BOTH OUR WISH

TO SEE THIS NATION STILL STANDING THROUGH THE NEXT MILLENNIA...

AS LONG AS THE JEWS, WHO THREATEN OUR LIVELIHOOD, CONTINUE TO EXIST

THERE CAN BE NO PEACE FOR US.

HOWEVER...
A DISEASE IS INFECTING OUR PEOPLE.

AND THE PURITY OF OUR RACE!

THAT IS WHY WE NEED THESE THINGS NOW, MORE THAN EVER!

STRENGTH!

UNITY!

IT WILL REBUILD ITS MILITARY AND...

NAZI GERMANY WILL AIM FOR THE PURITY OF ITS PEOPLE'S RACE, AND THE EXPANSION OF ITS BORDERS!

THOSE WHO ARE UNPREPARED OR UNABLE TO FIGHT FOR THEIR OWN SURVIVAL AND EXISTENCE, SHALL ONLY MEET THEIR END...
OH LORD! PLEASE GUIDE US THROUGH OUR STRUGGLE!

BECOME THE SUPREME POWER OF THIS WORLD!

MAY ITS PEOPLE!

MAY NAZI GERMANY!

MAY THE GREATER GERMAN EMPIRE!

ACHIEVE GLORY!
WE MUST NEVER FORGET OUR HISTORY, CHILDREN.

LINZ, AUSTRIA 1899

THAT WE ARE ABLE TO TAKE A STEP TOWARDS THE FUTURE.

IT IS BY LEARNING ABOUT THE PAST

ADOLF HITLER

NOW THEN, YOU MAY BE ASKING WHY WE'RE LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF GERMANY, RATHER THAN AUSTRIA.

BECAUSE WE ARE ALL PURE GERMANS.

THE REASON IS:
I believe that it is by uniting a people under one nation, that a pride for one's history and culture can be created.

But when you become adults, you will have to confront this issue one day.

It is my personal hope that Austria will reunite with her fatherland, Germany, one day.

This may be a confusing topic for you boys and girls right now. However!

I do want you to remember one thing!

Be proud that you are German.
ADOLF!
ARE YOU STUDYING?

READING I SEE...

WHAT BOOK IS IT?

IT'S A BOOK ABOUT GERMANY'S HISTORY, FATHER...

HITLER'S FATHER: ALOIS HITLER
YOU’VE BEEN PAINTING AGAIN... HAVEN’T YOU?

I SEE PAINT ON YOUR HANDS.

STOP IT DEAR!

I WILL NOT TOLERATE YOU BECOMING AN ARTIST!

!? 

...ADOLF?

PLEASE, FATHER! PLEASE STOP!

OW!

PLEASE! STOP!

HITLER’S MOTHER: KLARA
I HATE YOU...
Thank you, Mama...

Mama loves your pictures, okay?

Oh no...

Adolf, you poor boy...

Everything will be alright, Adolf.

I'm sure your dream will come true.
ALOIS PASSES AWAY.
YOU LOOK BETTER THAN LAST TIME.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH, DOCTOR.

I'LL LEAVE THE MEDICINE OUT FOR YOU.

ADOLF! MY BOY, HOW ARE YOU?

COME WITH ME, ADOLF.
ADOLF

I WANT YOU TO LISTEN TO ME CALMLY.

YOUR MOTHER...

...IS SUFFERING FROM CANCER.

I THINK YOU SHOULD...

SHE'S DOESN'T HAVE MUCH LONGER TO LIVE...
OH... WHAT'S WRONG, ADOLF?

MAMA

MAMA'S DYING?

YOU'RE SUCH A SPOILED CHILD...

IT CAN'T BE TRUE!!
MAMA!!

HOW SAD...

HE'S ONLY EIGHTEEN...
I don't know if it's enough with the poor economy...

The orphan's pension that I received should help me a little, but...
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

WE WILL NOW COMMENCE THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.

THE RESULTS WILL BE POSTED TOMORROW.

PLEASE BEGIN.
I WILL NOT TOLERATE YOU BECOMING AN ARTIST!

I'M GOING TO BECOME A GREAT ARTIST...

I'M SURE YOUR DREAM WILL come TRUE.
I DON'T UNDERSTAND!

WHY DID I GET REJECTED!?

THE NEXT DAY

I TRULY BELIEVE THAT YOU SHOULD REAPPLY HERE AS AN ARCHITECT NEXT YEAR...

YOU ARE MORE SUITED FOR IT.

PLEASE CALM DOWN, MR. HITLER.

I AM CALM!

PLEASE UNDERSTAND.

BUT I WANT TO BECOME AN ART-

MR. HITLER.
I'm out of money... and I don't have anywhere to stay...

Hey... what's a young guy like you doing out here?

Were you lured over here by the bright lights of the city?

If so, you better get out of here as soon as you can...
Is that what happened to you?

No matter what hopes and dreams you came here with...

With the poor economy, you're just going to get crushed and drown...

I managed to make ends meet by doing odd jobs, but...

But no matter how many paintings I made, I couldn't sell any.

I came to this city to become an artist.

After half a year, I finally ran out of money...
I felt like I was falling down further and further.

It was horrible.

I couldn't stand the hunger anymore, so I began to pawn my belongings.

There were times when I got paid a lot, and times when I didn't get anything for days.

I went through this day after day...

The pay I got varied each day.

Until I finally forgot why I was even here anymore.

Now I only care about getting cheap luxuries.

There's a lot of people like me in this city.
IS BECAUSE OF THE JEWS.

ALL OF THIS...

DON'T YOU HAVE ANY PRIDE AS A CITIZEN!?

ARE YOU BLAMING YOUR OWN SITUATION ON THE JEWS?

YOU DON'T GET IT, DO YOU...

THAT'S NOT THE PROBLEM ...

YOU'RE JUST JEALOUS OF THE SUCCESS AND WEALTH OF THE JEWS!
YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW THE TRUE NATURE OF THE JEWS.

"...ON THE OTHER HAND, WE ARYANS GAVE BIRTH TO OUR ECONOMY BY CULTIVATING THE LAND AND PRODUCING THINGS..."

"THE JEWISH PEOPLE LACK THE ABILITY TO PRODUCE ANYTHING ON THEIR OWN..."

BY DOING SO, THEY MAKE US ARYANS POLITICALLY DEPENDENT ON THEM!

THE JEWS LOAN MONEY TO PEOPLE, EARN INTEREST AFTERWARDS, AND USE THAT CAPITAL TO INVEST AND OWN THE MAJORITY OF FACTORIES...

I SEE... SO THAT'S HOW THE JEWS DO IT...
MEANWHILE, BY MIXING THEIR BLOOD WITH THE ARYANS, OVER AND OVER AGAIN...

THEY GRADUALLY BEGAN TO RESemble US MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY...

AND BEFORE WE KNEW IT, WE ARYANS HAVE BECOME SLAVES....

AND THE JEWS, WHO BECAME OUR RULERS, WERE SLOWLY DESTROYING OUR CULTURE AND NATION!!!
WHICH ONE OF THEM IS ARIAN?

WHICH ONE OF THEM IS A JEW?

AND ARE NOW SECRETLY CONTROLLING OUR SOCIETY...

THE JEWS HAVE ALREADY INFILTRATED OUR PEOPLE...
BE PROUD THAT YOU ARE GERMAN.

THAT'S IT...

WE ARE ALL PURE GERMANS.

I'LL GO TO GERMANY... MY FATHERLAND...

I HAVE TO PROTECT MY PEOPLE, AND FIGHT AGAINST THE JEWS!
1914
MUNICH, GERMANY

HITLER 25 YEARS OLD

IT'S A WAR!

WAR!

FRANZ FERDINAND, ARCHDUKE OF AUSTRIA, HAS BEEN ASSASSINATED BY A SERBIAN MAN!

AND NOW AUSTRIA HAS DECLARED WAR ON SERBIA!
A war's going to begin!

The people are gathering at the plaza!

Let's go!

It's a war!

War!
ARE ALL PLANNING TO ATTACK OUR ALLY, AUSTRIA!

THE TRIPLE ENTENTE OF BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND RUSSIA...

SHOULD WE ALL NOT STAND UP AS WELL?

FIGHT ALONGSIDE AUSTRIA, AND DEFEAT THEM ALL!?
I DON'T CARE IF I DIE FIGHTING FOR MY FATHERLAND!

GOD BLESS GERMANY!

WE'RE AT WAR!

WAR!

FOR GERMANY!
WORLD WAR I BREAKS OUT IN EUROPE
TAKE COVER!
ARE YOU OKAY!?

HEY!

GOOD!

I'M ALRIGHT

...
PRIVATE HITLER.

SIR!

I NEED YOU TO QUICKLY DELIVER SOMETHING.

YES SIR!

TAKE THIS MESSAGE TO THE COMMAND CENTER!
WOOF!

COME HERE!

FUCHSL!

HEH, THE ONLY THING THAT'LL LIKE A GUY LIKE HIM IS PROBABLY A DOG.

OH?

LOOKS LIKE THAT DOG TOOK A LIKING TO HITLER.

WHAT'S WRONG FUCHSL?

mangahere.com
HAHA!
NEVERMIND.
FUCSHL!
HUH!?
IF FUCHSL HADN'T LED ME OUTSIDE...
I WOULD HAVE DIED WITH THEM AS WELL...

EVERYONE IN MY UNIT IS DEAD...

SO THAT WE COULD FIGHT AND DEFEAT THE ENEMY ANOTHER DAY.

BOTH OF US SURVIVED...

DON'T GIVE UP!
I got injured on purpose, you see!

So I can survive, you know?

With this, I can go home now.

SFX: Hahaha!

I mean, I don't wanna die out there!

Huh...? What do you want?

I don't understand the guys who actually want to go out there and fight.
YOU ONLY CARE ABOUT SAVING YOUR OWN LIFE?

EVEN THOUGH THERE ARE BRAVE MEN OUT THERE, DYING ON THE FRONT LINES...

WHAT?

IT'S PEOPLE LIKE YOU WHO SHOULD BE GOING OUT THERE AND SACRIFICING THEIR LIVES!
YOU COWARD.
That's impossible...

[Character A] protesting the war?

[Character B] in protest of the war, a general strike is taking place all around Germany.

Hey did you hear?

Aren't we still out here fighting for them?!

[Character A] what?
WHO

IF THE PEOPLE DON'T WANT VICTORY...

WHO THE HELL ARE WE EVEN FIGHTING FOR THEN?

DONT TELL ME...
MUSTARD GAS!!

IT'S POISON GAS!!
PUT ON YOUR GAS MASKS!
YOU MUSTN'T TOUCH IT!

I have to recover and go back out there as soon as possible...

YOUR EYES ARE IRRITATED AND THEY'RE SWOLLEN RIGHT NOW.

DON'T WORRY, YOU WON'T LOSE YOUR EYE SIGHT.

IN PROTEST OF THE WAR, THE SAILORS AT KIEL HAVE MUTINIED AND CAUSED A REVOLUTION!
THE WAR... IS OVER NOW...

HIGH COMMAND AT THE ARMY HAS NOW JUST ORDERED A CEASEFIRE!

... GERMANY HAS LOST.

GERMANY LOST?...
ARE YOU TELLING ME THAT THEY WERE ALL FOR NOTHING?!

THE 2 MILLION SOLDIERS WHO DIED OUT THERE...

H-HEY!

ALL OUR EFFORTS, ALL OUR SACRIFICES...

SFX: ARGGHHH!

YOU'LL GO BLIND!

STOP THAT!

...IS NOTHING COMPARED TO WHAT I FEEL FOR THE LOSS OF MY OWN COUNTRY!

THE SORROW I WOULD FEEL FOR THE LOSS OF MY OWN VISION...
IT HAS TO BE THAT, THE JEWS, WHO CONTROL OUR GOVERNMENT, BETRAYED OUR COUNTRY!...

EVEN THOUGH GERMANY WAS WINNING ON THE FRONT LINES, WHY DID IT LOSE?

MY WAR AGAINST ALL OF YOU...

HAS ONLY JUST BEGUN...
On top of that, restrictions were imposed on their military, and they were forced to pay reparations.

The German empire was forced to give up a portion of their own territory, as well as all their colonies.

After its defeat in World War I

But new political parties rapidly began to emerge and dissolve.

A new republic was established in place of the monarchy. However, not only did it have an weak hold on power...

I have an assignment for you.

Munich, Germany, army head quarters

Corporal Hitler.
SIR!

HITLER 30 YEARS OLD

YOU WANT ME TO... SPY ON THEM, SIR?

IT'S SO THAT WE CAN REASSURE THE MINISTRY.

THERE ARE CURRENTLY 50 POLITICAL PARTIES IN THIS CITY.

OUT OF ALL OF THEM, THERE IS ONE IN PARTICULAR THAT I WANT YOU TO INVESTIGATE.

I WANT YOU TO GO TO ONE OF THEIR MEETINGS, AND FIND OUT WHAT THEIR MOTIVES ARE.

THE PARTY WE'RE MOST CONCERNED ABOUT...

YES SIR!

IS THE "GERMAN WORKERS' PARTY".

63
WE CANNOT GO ON LIKE THIS!

SO THIS IT...

WHAT A PITIFUL PARTY.

THEY'RE NOT EVEN WORTH LOOKING INTO.

WE HAVE ONLY ONE COURSE OF ACTION LEFT FOR US TO TAKE!
AND UNITE WITH AUSTRIA!

BAVARIA MUST DECLARE INDEPENDENCE FROM GERMANY!

WHAT DO YOU WANT?

WE CANNOT HOPE TO HAVE SECURITY IN OUR LIVES...

WITH GERMANY'S ECONOMY SPIRALING OUT OF CONTROL...
WHERE CAN THEY POSSIBLY GO TO GAIN SECURITY FOR THEMSELVES?

IF A PEOPLE ABANDONS ITS NATION...

EVERYONE IN THIS ROOM...

IS GERMAN.

ERM? YES, YOU'RE RIGHT, BUT...

STOP CALLING FOR SUCH AN ABSURD THING LIKE...

DESERATION.
IS PROTECTING THE PURITY OF THE GERMAN RACE!

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO WORRY ABOUT NOW...

HMFH.

YOU THERE! WAIT!

THAT WAS JUST AN OPEN DISCUSSION. WHAT YOU HEARD ISN'T OUR PARTY'S POSITION.

HERE'S ONE OF OUR PAMPHLETS. IF YOU WANT... PLEASE STOP BY AGAIN.
My Political Awakening

"My Political Awakening", huh?
The 'German Workers' Party' is just another political party that's going to disappear soon.

Please stop by again.
Really?

I've actually been invited to the German Worker's Party, sir.

Here is my report, sir.

"To accomplish this..."

"The nationalist agenda must include..."

"We should push for the legal deportation of the Jews..."

"The removal of all Jews..."

"In short..."

"We must eliminate the Jews."
YES. I'VE INCLUDED MY OWN OPINIONS IN IT, SIR.

THIS IS...

YOUR REPORT?

THEN YOU...

BELIEVE IN ALL THIS?

...YES.
Please welcome the newest member to the German Workers' Party. Herr Adolf Hitler.

Welcome to the German Workers' Party.

My name is Anton Drexler, leader of this party.
Well then, let's begin the meeting.

I believe we should now discuss on how to reply to these letters...

We currently have seven and a half marks. We've also received 3 letters.

What's wrong, Hitler?
WE DON'T

...does this party have a platform or logo?

An image? pamphlets or any publications?

None.

You're wrong!

Before we do that, we have to establish this party first.

How are we supposed to gain any new members like this?
THE PROBLEM OF THIS PARTY, IS THAT IT'S BEING IGNORED BY THE PEOPLE!

OUR FIRST PRIORITY SHOULD BE GAINING A LARGE NUMBER OF SUPPORTERS.

IF WE DON'T GO AND GAIN THE PEOPLE'S ATTENTION, THEN THIS PARTY IS NOTHING MORE THAN A GROUP OF SELF-CONGRATULATING FOOLS!

NOW THIS IS INTERESTING...

THAT'S A GREAT IDEA!

WE NEED TO PROMOTE OURSELVES AND GET THE PEOPLE TO Recognize US!

ME TOO!

I AGREE!
WE MUST USE IT WITH THIS MINDSET...

AND TRY TO CAPTURE AS MUCH OF THE GENERAL PUBLIC AS WE CAN.

PROPAGANDA IS A WEAPON.

THAT'S RIGHT.

A NEWSPAPER!

NOW, LET ME ASK: WHAT'S THE EASIEST THING FOR A PERSON TO GET A HOLD OF?

NOW THEN...

I DON'T CARE IF IT'S ONLY CHANGE, EVERYONE POOL IN THEIR MONEY, SO WE CAN PROMOTE OUR NEXT MEETING.

WHAT CAN WE DO UNTIL THE NEWSPAPER RUNS THE ADVERTISEMENT?
AND HAND THEM OUT TO AS MANY PEOPLE AS WE CAN.

WE MAKE FLYERS!

UNTIL WE RUN OUT.

OVER AND OVER AGAIN.

TO ANYBODY.

INCREDIBLE...
WE'VE NEVER GOTTEN THIS MANY PEOPLE BEFORE...

I'M ANXIOUS TO HEAR YOUR SPEECH...

I'M COUNTING ON YOU, HITLER.
SHH.
WHAT'S WRONG? AREN'T YOU GOING TO SPEAK?
SFX: BREATHING IN.

WHY DID GERMANY LOSE THE WAR?

BEFORE THE WAR, GERMANY WAS RAPIDLY INDUSTRIALIZING...

AT THE SAME TIME, HOWEVER, THE PEASANTRY DIMINISHED.

AND OUR URBAN POPULATION WAS EXPLODING.

AND SO THE BALANCE WAS LOST...
And as a result, hatred and animosity began to grow between the people.

The gap between the rich and poor continued to grow...

Who controls the economy?

Let me ask then...

The answer is...

The Jews.
THEY CONTROL GERMANY'S FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, AND GERMANY'S ECONOMY WITH IT!

BUT IN REALITY, THEY'RE PLOTTING THE ENSLAVEMENT OF OUR PEOPLE.

THEY MAY PRETEND TO SUPPORT THE WORKERS...

IN SHORT...

GRADUALLY, THEY ARE GAINING CONTROL OVER OUR LABOR UNIONS...

AND ARE PLOTTING TO DESTROY THE VERY FOUNDATION OF OUR NATION'S ECONOMY.
On top of that, after the war, the Jews made our crippled nation financially dependent on them.

They were able to cause a general strike and destroy our nation during the war.

By utilizing the newspapers and manipulating public opinion.

Don't let them fool you.

The enemy have already infiltrated our ranks!
IF THINGS CONTINUE LIKE THIS, NOT ONLY OUR NATION...

BUT THE GERMAN RACE WILL BE DESTROYED!

NOW IS THE TIME TO PROTECT OUR FATHERLAND FROM THE FOREIGN AGITATORS!

NOW IS THE TIME TO STAND UP!

PRIDE ITSELF IS A WEAPON TO BE USED!

REMEMBER THE PRIDE OF BEING GERMAN!
AMAZING...

WE WERE able TO GET 300 MARKS IN DONATIONS...

WITH THIS, WE CAN PAY FOR OUR EXPENSES.

YES... AND YOU ARE?

IS THIS THE COMMITTEE FOR THE "GERMAN WORKERS' PARTY"?
MY NAME IS ERNST ROHM, I AM A FORMER CAPTAIN.

PLEASE ALLOW ME TO JOIN THE GERMAN WORKERS' PARTY.

YOUR SPEECH LAST NIGHT LEFT A DEEP IMPRESSION ON ME.

WONDERFUL! WELCOME TO OUR PARTY!

IT'S A PLEASURE TO MEET YOU.

IT IS MINE AS WELL.
Well then, I will like to discuss about our next assembly now.

We cannot pass it up.

I guess you're right...

This is our first chance to gain the public's attention.

I want to hold my next speech in a bigger area.

Two thousand people.

How much capacity do you need?
AND SO I HAVE A FAVOR TO ASK YOU, CAPTAIN ROHM.

AS THE ORGANIZER OF THIS EVENT, I WANT YOU TO GATHER MEN FOR SECURITY.

TWO THOUSAND !?

THAT'S ABSURD!

SFX: HAAHAAHA!

SFX: *CLAP* *CLAP*

THAT WON'T BE A PROBLEM.
I can't believe it...

Two thousand people actually showed up!?
ALL THE MOST ADVANCED ART, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGY IN THIS WORLD... CAME FROM THE ARYAN RACE.

AND HAVE ERODED OUR PEOPLE'S ABILITIES.

HOWEVER, THE JEWS HAVE INFILTRATED OUR PEOPLE, SLOWLY TANTED OUR BLOOD...

IN ADDITION, THEY HAVE TAKEN OVER OUR GOVERNMENT, STOLE OUR WEALTH...

AND ARE NOW DESTROYING OUR NATION'S CULTURE AND SPIRIT!
That will be the main cause of our people's downfall!

That is why we must unite together!

For our nation, for our people!

All conflicts that occurred throughout world history... was the result of division occurring within a nation or race.

Therefore.

The sacrifices we make for our struggle...

Will lead to the reclamation of our people's justice!
HAVE ONLY EXTINCTION AWAITING THEM!

TRAITORS WHO ARE UNWILLING TO FIGHT...

WE WILL DEFEAT...

THE JEWS!

WE WILL TRIUMPH!
STARTING TODAY, I AM A MEMBER OF THE "GERMAN WORKERS' PARTY".

MY NAME IS RUDOLF HESS. PLEASED TO MEET YOU ALL.

SFX: HAHA...

MY APPLAUSE. WE'RE IN THE MIDDLE OF MOVING IN. I'M SURE EVERYONE WILL REMEMBER YOUR NAME SOON ENOUGH.

I WILL WORK HARD TO BE OF ASSISTANCE TO HERR HITLER AND EVERYONE!

FROM NOW ON, THIS IS OUR PARTY'S HEADQUARTERS.

IT IS MY PLEASURE TO JOIN THIS PARTY!
I have a proposal to make, everyone.

I also think we should change our party's name.

I believe we should create posters, flags, and uniforms.

In order to strengthen our campaign.

A new party name?

That's a great idea!

Do you have anything in mind?
NAZI...

THE "NATIONAL SOCIALIST GERMAN WORKERS' PARTY"

"NAZI" FOR SHORT.

TL NOTE: I'VE TAKEN LIBERTIES TO CHANGE IT FROM NSDAP TO NAZI.
I also need something that will appeal to the masses.

In order to make my body a work of propaganda itself...

Something that will capture a man's instincts.

I need to make it more distinctive...

A symbol, that will express our struggle...
GENTLEMEN.

DO YOU LIKE IT?

INCREDIBLE...
The swastika is the symbol of the Aryans.

It's very... eye catching, isn't it?

They're planning on sabotaging it!

I've been told that the Reds are going to be at tonight's assembly!

What!?

I have bad news!

The assembly will be held as planned...

Don't worry. Everyone calm down.
Isn't that what we want?

If something gets out on the paper...

Don't provoke the Reds, Hitler.

Rather, our goal is to recreate the Greater German Empire.

Hmph...

The goal of the Nazi party is not to fight other parties.
YOU MAY BE ASKING: WHAT ARE THOSE THINGS?

IS HE PROVOKING US?!

HOWEVER.

IN ORDER TO DO SO, WE MUST FIRST GET RID OF THE THINGS WHICH ARE DESTROYING US.

WE MUST DEFEAT THE REDS AND COMMUNISM!

STOP THE SPEECH!

IT'S THE JEWS AND REDS!

I'M GOING TO FUCKING MURDER YOU!!

BOTH OF THEM HAVE INFILTRATED OUR NATION, AND ARE TRYING TO MAKE US ALL SLAVES BY PROPAGATING COMMUNISM!
WHO THE HELL ARE YOU?

"F**KING MURDER YOU"?!

!?!

GO AHEAD AND TRY IT...

COMMIE.

DON'T BELIEVE THE COMMUNIST PARTY!

DON'T BELIEVE THE JEWS!

GAH!
These people have infiltrated our nation...

And are destroying Germany!!

We will continue to fight until we are victorious...
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS...

HITLER.

ROHM, HESS...

GET THE MEN AND COME WITH ME...

I SEE...
You see... we've been approached by the German Socialist Party to join forces...

What's going on? What are you shouting about?

This is for the good of the party!

Like I said!

Join forces?

Hitler!

Drexler...

We both have similar principles. If we join forces, both parties will grow even stronger.

However, some of the others disagree.
YOU TRAITOR!

HAVEN'T YOU BEEN LISTENING TO MY SPEECHES!?  WHAT IS?

JOINING FORCES IS NOT AN OPTION!

DID YOU MAKE THIS PAMPHLET?

IMPURITY IS WHAT WILL LEAD TO OUR DOWNFALL!

T-THAT'S ....!
DID YOU THINK YOU CAN GET RID OF ME ONCE YOU'VE MERGED THE TWO PARTIES?

YOU... IT SEEMS LIKE YOU'VE BEEN CRITICIZING ME BEHIND MY BACK.

BUT IF YOU DO THAT...

I'LL LEAVE THIS PARTY, AND FORM MY OWN.

PLEASE DON'T LEAVE! I'M BEGGING YOU!

W-WAIT! I WAS WRONG!

I DON'T NEED YOUR PARTY ANYMORE.

WITHOUT YOU, THE NAZI PARTY CAN'T SURVIVE!
THEN...

APPOINT ME AS THE PARTY LEADER.

THOSE ARE MY CONDITIONS FOR REMAINING IN THIS PARTY.

APPOINT ME HEAD OF THIS PARTY, AND HAND OVER ALL POWER TO ME...

WHAT?

I WILL.

A... ALRIGHT
HEIL

HEIL

HEIL

HEIL HITLER!

HEIL

HEIL